PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Deliver results
Thermo Scientific Chromeleon 7
Chromatography Data System
Thermo Scientific™ Chromeleon™ 7 Chromatography
Data System (CDS) software provides the reporting
options necessary to meet the requirements of your
organization. Create reports using the templates
provided, or customize according to your needs
within a powerful spreadsheet environment.

Get the most out of your data quickly and easily
All Chromeleon CDS installations are supplied with
default report templates that meet many of the needs
of the modern laboratory. The spreadsheet format for
report design affords a comfortable, familiar interface for
users. All reports can be customized with company logo,
additional run, sample, and instrument variables, or text
and pictures to fulfill organization requirements, and the
resulting custom report elements, such as tables, plots
or sheets can be stored as templates to streamline future
report creation. Built-in user management tools enable
administrators to decide who can customize reports.

View available report templates with live preview of the sheets, tables, plots and charts for your actual data.
Report template thumbnails aid in choosing the proper template from an extensive library. A live preview shows
how the current data would appear in the selected template.

Adding tables, chromatograms, plots and charts is simple with the ribbon controls and
a live preview of everything available to help you select the correct element

Quickly include chromatograms, peak analyses, calibration curves, validation results, sequence summaries, audit
trails, method information and much more. Ribbon controls enable easy addition of all report elements—just
select an area on the spreadsheet and choose the object to insert.

Save customized reports, tables, plots and charts for re-use or simply select elements from any report in
your Chromeleon CDS Domain reducing errors and saving time on future report creation

Predefine settings for tables, plots, charts, or page layouts to meet your company requirements
and ensure consistency with all operators using the same elements in their reports.

The advanced spreadsheet reporting capability of Chromeleon 7 CDS gives report designers full
flexibility in producing comprehensive customized reports. Designers can insert specialty chart objects
and use formulas and functions including user-defined formulas.

Utilize the full spreadsheet capability of Chromeleon CDS to perform your post-run calculations
in a controlled, compliant environment and eliminate external spreadsheets.

Find out more at thermofisher.com/chromeleon
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